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Cont� � the 1990s
You have read in the last chapter that Rajiv Gandhi became the Prime 
Minister after the assassination of Indira Gandhi. He led the Congress 
to a massive victory in the Lok Sabha elections held immediately 
thereafter in 1984. As the decade of the eighties came to a close, the 
country witnessed five developments that were to make a long-lasting 
impact on our politics. 

First the most crucial development of this period was the defeat 
of the Congress party in the elections held in 1989. The party 
that had won as many as 415 seats in the Lok Sabha in 1984 

was reduced to only 197 in this election. The Congress improved 
its performance and came back to power soon after the mid-term 
elections held in 1991. But the elections of 1989 marked the end of 
what political scientists have called the ‘Congress system’. To be sure, 
the Congress remained an important party and ruled the country 
more than any other party even in this period since 1989. But it lost 
the kind of centrality it earlier enjoyed in the party system.

Second development was the rise of the ‘Mandal issue’ in national 
politics. This followed the decision by the new National Front 
government in 1990, to implement the recommendation of 

the Mandal Commission that jobs in central government should be 
reserved for the Other Backward Classes. This led to violent ‘anti-
Mandal’ protests in different parts of the country. This dispute between 
the supporters and opponents of OBC reservations was known as the 
‘Mandal issue’ and was to play an important role in shaping politics 
since 1989.

I wish to find 
out if the Congress 

can still bounce back 
to its old glory. 

Congress leader Sitaram Kesri withdrew the crutches of support from Deve 
Gowda’s United Front Government. 
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Era �  Coalitions
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Political Rise �  Other Backward Cl�  � 
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Communalism, S� ularism, Democracy
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                    � � e proceedings have the � ho �  the disastrous event that ended in the demolition on the 6th D� ember, 
1992 �  the disputed structure �  ‘Ram Janam Bhoomi-Babri Masjid’ in Ayodhya.  � ousands �  innocent liv�  �  
citizens were lost,  ̄  ensive damage to property caused and more than all a damage to the image �  this great land 
as one fostering great traditions �  tolerance, faith, br¶ herhood amongst the various communiti�  inhabiting the 
land was impaired in the international scene.

It is unhaº y that a leader �  a political party and the Chief Minist er has to be conviÀ ed �  an Á  ence �  Contempt 
�  Court.  But it has to be done to uphold the maj� ty �  law.  We conviÀ  him �  the Á  ence �  contempt �  Court.  
Since the contempt rais�  larger iÈ u�  É ich aff e À the very foundation �  the s� ular fabric �  our nation, we also 
sentence him to a token imprisonment �  one day.
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               On 27 February1947, 
at the very � rst me� ing �  
the Advisory Commi� ee �  
the Constituent A� embly on 
Fundamental Rights, Minoriti�  
and Tribals and Excluded Areas, 
Sardar Patel ¢  erted: 

“It is for us to prove that it is a 
bogus claim, a false claim, and 
that nobody can be more inter� ted 
than us, in India, in the pr± e² ion 
�  our minoriti� .  Our mi  ́ion is 
to satisfy every one �  them.  L�  
us prove we can rule ourselv�  
and we have no ambition to rule 
± hers”. 

“¹ e tragic events in Gujarat, 
starting with the Godhra incident 
and continuing with the violence 
that rocked the state for over two 
months, have greatly saddened 
the nation.  ¹ ere is no doubt, in 
the opinion �  the Commi  ́ion, 
that there was a comprehensive 
failure on the part �  the state 
government to control the 
persist ent violation �  the rights 
to life, liberty, equality and dignity 
�  the people �  the state.  It is, 
�  course, Ì  ential to heal the 
wounds and to look to a future 
�  peace and harmony.  But the 
pursuit �  th� e high oÐ e² iv�  
must be based on justice and 
upholding �  the valu�  �  the 
constitution �  the republic and 
the laws �  the land.
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                My one m�  age 
to the Chief Minist er [�  
Gujarat] is that he should 
follow ‘raj dharma’. A 
ruler should n�  make any 
discrimination b� ween his 
su� e� s on the basis �  caste, 
creed and religion.





   
        



Emergence �  a new consensus
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Party Position in 16th Lok Sabha 
(As on 27 December 2018)

Source: http://loksabha.nic.in
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